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I'm only sort of a librarian
Hi -- I’m a sometimes librarian most-times technology educator who is going to talk to you about FOSS in 
Vermont Libraries. This is a photo of Stan who I call "my tech guy" demonstrating how our barcode scanner works 
on a Coke can. I work most days at the Randolph Technical Career Center...



a word about perfection
Even the Dalai Lama eats the occasional yak and I am not the Dalai Lama. You’ll get keynote 
and like it. Absolutists are also important to the open source cause, but I am not one of 
them.



keynote is not impress



rural, cheap, local
When you hear rural cheap and local, I know what you're thinking... dog engine. "rural because we can 
sort of do our own thing, political because I like the self-organizing aspect and because open source is 
where all the freaks hang out and cheap because it’s easier to feed a free kitten than it is to raise 
money at a bake sale to bay health insurance premiums"



a word about failures
My story is one of failure, though I don’t mean failure in a BAD way...



I mean opportunities
Really one of my favorite things about FOSS type projects is how much we have ownership of them from start to finish. So when they fail 
we can say “hey we know what happened, we can fix that” This is because there’s no black box of mystery surrounding the parts we’d 
really like to change.



a word about the video
So, many people in the FOSS community know me because of this video... this is from 2007. A few things 
happened after that video. while I'd like to say that the library was happy and healthy using open source tools. - 
the librarian got divorced, my funding got cut, Google came after me for copyright, the cds canonical said they 
were sending never arrived?



a word about Koha
We got Koha running in the basement of a tiny library. You can see it at the URL on the links 
list. It's not live yet.



about our organizations
There is not one umbrella group for FOSS, or even for most library topics in Vermont. {A story about how library catalogs work} There is a 
statewide catalog you can use to search all public libraries, however, when you want to automate your catalog, you have to extract those records 
and jam them into your own catalog software... {formation of GMLC}



models?
As a result, we don't have models for what good design looks like, but we do have an idea 
that one of our values is, or should be, "cheap" The good news is, cheap is easy. Not minding 
bad design is only a bonus.



leadership?
This was how the DoL website looked until 2008. They're under the Dept of Administration in 
Vermont



ongoing big projects
‣ MassLNC & MASScat

‣ Upcoming VT DoL statewide catalog

‣ NELINET thingdoo?

‣ FOSS catalogs in GA, MI, 

‣ GMLC - Koha/VOKAL

(links available on web page). I work in GMLC mostly just a little ... "my main role was to help convince 
people that this would not be unspeakably hard [you can’t say easy but you can say “simple”] and that if it 
was, they could blame me personally. Not having someone to blame is one of the things that makes people 
ootchy about open source. This was good for morale."



why did this work?
‣ “genuine option” idea

‣ i.e. hand was forced

‣ economic slowdown

‣ a few people felt up to it

‣ we can make it look easy

‣ promised support (yay ByWater!)



relationships make or break
Often it’s knowing who to talk to and knowing how to ask nicely. And knowing limits.



given this, what works?



the long game
‣ Open Office

‣ FOSS CMSes for websites

‣ Audacity

‣ Firefox sells itself

Hey, we have all year, all our lives.



F is for...
free, and fussy and 



not entirely without drama...
LibLime’s fiasco helped us understand what forking meant.



Hey, that’s me!



1. Of each element of a task—ask: Does this suck?
2. Of the whole of a task—ask: Is this awesome?



thanks!
Hey that’s me, hey there’s you. Hey this is US.


